SDMC Meeting | MINUTES

09/23/2019 3:00 pm | Mrs. Dudley office
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AGENDA TOPICS

3:00 PM | Campus updates | Tabitha Dudley

- SIP Our goals for the year
  Over all projections are 80% for our campus
  Each content earn 5 more points
- Special Education is exempt from this projections
- Tutorials will begin next week.
- Trice will start pulling students next week.
- Mr. Spillman has begun to support with literacy instruction.
- Scholastic will also beginning to support students.
- Vontoure will support with math.

Data report/ Culture/ Tabitha Dudley

- Social and Emotional Learning restorative justice practices will continue.
- Wrap around Services continue to build communication with partners.

Campus needs
- Leveling up regarding Reading Levels
- Leveling up regarding Math Levels
3:50 PM  | Climate the Fondren way | Tabitha Dudley

**Focus on students:**

- Goals are to get an A rating
- Budget update-We do not have the amount of money we obtain last year from achieve 180.